Population diversity plays a key role in evolutionary algorithms that enables global exploration and avoids premature convergence. This is especially more crucial in dynamic optimization in which diversity can ensure that the population keeps track of the global optimum by adapting to the changing environment. Dynamic constrained optimization problems (DCOPs) have been the target for many researchers in recent years as they comprehend many of the current real-world problems. Regardless of the importance of diversity in dynamic optimization, there is not an extensive study investigating the effects of diversity promotion techniques in DCOPs so far. To address this gap, this paper aims to investigate how the use of different diversity mechanisms may influence the behavior of algorithms in DCOPs. To achieve this goal, we apply and adapt the most common diversity promotion mechanisms for dynamic environments using differential evolution (DE) as our base algorithm. The results show that applying diversity techniques to solve DCOPs in most test cases lead to significant enhancement in the baseline algorithm in terms of modified offline error values.
Introduction
Dynamic constrained optimization problems (DCOPs), in which the objective function or/and the constraints change over time, comprehend a variety of real world problems. An example of such problems is hydro-thermal scheduling [1] , in which the dynamism arises as the available resources or demand vary over time, or source identification problem [2] , in which the information about the problem reveals gradually. In these (so-called time-dependant or dynamic) optimization problems, the goal is to find and track the optimal solution of each instance of the dynamic problem given a limited computational budget. Another approach is to apply an independent optimization method to each problem instance, however, a more efficient approach tackles them in a dynamic manner, in which the algorithm detects and responds to the changes on-the-fly [3] . Mathematically, the objective is to find a solution vector ( x ∈ R D ) at each time period t such that: min x∈Ft f ( x, t) , where f : S → R is a single objective function, and t ∈ N + is the current time period. F t = { x | x ∈ [L, U ], g i ( x, t) ≤ 0, h j ( x, t) = 0}, is the feasible region at time t, where L and U are the boundaries of the search space; g i (x, t) and h j (x, t) are the linear ith inequality and jth equality constraints at time t, respectively. To solve these problems, evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are commonly used as they have the ability to easily adapt to changing environments [3, 4] . In addition, they often provide good solutions to complex problems without a large design effort.
For avoiding premature convergence that is a common problem in EAs a diverse population is needed. Otherwise there is no benefit of having a population; lack of diversity in population in the worst case, may lead the EA to behave like a local search algorithm, but with an additional overhead from maintaining many similar solutions [5] . Premature convergence in dynamic environments pose more serious challenges to EAs as when they are converged, they cannot adapt well to the changes. Indeed, having a diverse set of solutions in population helps to ensure the algorithm caters for changes in a dynamic environment. In the literature of EAs, diversity has been found to have manifold positive effects. To name a few, it is highly beneficial for enhancing the global exploration capabilities of EAs. It enables crossover to work effectively, improves performance and robustness in dynamic optimization, and helps to search for the whole Pareto front for evolutionary multiobjective optimization [6] . In the related studies of runtime analysis [5] , diversity mechanisms proved to be highly effective for the considered problems, speeding up the optimization time by constant factors, polynomial factors, or even exponential factors.
Diversity in EAs has been promoted through different approaches. A comprehensive classification is given in [7] that overally divides them into niching and nonniching approaches. Moreover, another classification is given based on the affected section of the algorithm: population-based, selection-based, crossover/mutation-based, fitness-based, and replacement-based. These approaches have been applied in many different classes of optimization problem so far including multi-objective [6] , multimodal [8] , constrained optimization [9] . To name a few of them in DCOPs based on the aforementioned classification include: mutation-based [10] , replacement-based [11] or population-based diversity mechanisms [12, 13] .
However, regardless of the manifold benefits of diversity in EAs and in particular in dynamic optimization, there is not an extensive study so far in DCOPs. What makes study of diversity in this problem class important is that as diversity mechanisms spread the solutions over the search space, the constraint handling technique has tendency to guide the search toward feasible areas. The results of such study gives insight into the role of these opposing forces and their overall effect on algorithm's performance. What we aim is to carry a survey study over commonly used explicit diversity promotion methods (we exclude implicit methods that are via parameter tuning or selection mechanisms) investigating their effects in DCOPs. Our comparison aims to reveal which diversity promotion technique work better in each specific problem characteristic and why. Our investigations help to develop a better understanding of diversity role in DCOPs.
We choose differential evolution (DE) as our baseline algorithm which has showed competitive results in dynamic and constrained optimization problems [14] . The pre-sented results reveal applying the diversity promotion techniques enhanced algorithm performance significantly based on statistical test applied in modified offline error values.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 1, gives an introduction and motivation to our work. Section 2 introduces DE algorithm and diversity mechanisms. Experimental setup will be presented in Section 3. Results and discussion are reviewed in Section 4 and finally in Section 5 conclusions and future work are summarized.
Preliminaries
In this section, an overview of adapted differential evolution (DE) algorithm to solve DCOPs and diversity handling mechanisms are presented.
DE algorithm for solving DCOPs
DE is a stochastic search algorithm that is simple, reliable and fast which showed competitive results in constrained and dynamic optimization [14] . Each vector x i,G in the current population (called at the moment of the reproduction as target vector) generates one trial vector u i,G by using a mutant vector v i,G . The mutant vector is created applying
, where x r0,G , x r1,G , and x r2,G are vectors chosen at random from the current population (r0 = r1 = r2 = i); x r0,G is known as the base vector and x r1,G , and x r2,G are the difference vectors and F > 0 is a parameter called scale factor. The trial vector is created by the recombination of the target vector and mutant vector using a crossover probability CR ∈ [0, 1].
For the constraint handling technique feasibility rules [15] is applied. In addition to constraint handling techniques, the algorithms in DCOPs need a mechanism to detect the environment changes. In the related literature, re-evaluation of the solutions is the most common change-detection approach [3] . The algorithm regularly re-evaluates specific solutions (for us the first and the middle individual of the population) to detect changes in their function values or/and constraints. If a change is detected, then all the population is re-evaluated to avoid obsolete information.
Diversity Maintenance Techniques
In this section diversity handling mechanisms are reviewed. Among the many popular niching methods like fitness sharing, clearing and species-based, we used standard crowding in this work. The reason for excluding other niching methods is that they are originally designed and applied in multi-modal functions. An extensive separate study is needed to apply these methods with moving peak benchmark (that is designed for testing multi-modal optimization in DCOPs) to investigate the methods thoroughly.
Chaos local search: Chaos is a nature phenomenon characterized by randomness and sensibility to initial conditions. Due to those attributes, chaos has been implemented with success in local searches [16] , which is the case for this mechanism for promoting diversity. In our case the chaos only affects the best solution at each iteration. We applied an adaptive dynamic search length that is triggered with change detection.
Crowding: Among the many niching methods in literature, we choose the standard crowding method [17] . In this method, similar individuals in the population are avoided, creating genotypic diversity. Instead of competition between the offspring and the parents, the offspring competes with the individual with lowest Euclidean distance.
Fitness diversity: While the other methods focus is on creating genotypic diversity, this method creates phenotypic diversity by avoiding individuals with close fitness values. The offspring in this method competes with the individual with closest fitness value [18] .
No diversity mechanism: This method is a base DE algorithm with feasibility rules [15] used as its constraint handling technique and no explicit method is used as its diversity promotion technique. Note that all the other methods use feasibility rules as their constraint handling mechanism.
Opposition: This mechanism is based in the estimation of the symmetric opposites of individuals in the population, since it leads to find new positions closer to the problem optimum [19] . The authors claim that evaluating opposites, when solving a problem without a priori knowledge with several dimensions, helps in finding fitter individuals. Purely random re-sampling or selection of solutions from a given population has the chance of visiting or even revisiting unproductive regions of the search space.
Random immigrants: This infusion technique replaces certain number of individuals (defined by a parameter called replacement rate) with random solutions in the population, so as to assure continuous exploration [11] .
Experimental setup
In this section, the applied performance measures and the test problems are reviewed.
Performance measures
The first two performance measures calculate the precision of solutions compared to optimal values. The third and fourth measures represent speed of convergence and the success rate for each algorithm to reach to a precision from the optimum. Finally, the last measure calculates diversity of solutions in population.
Modified offline error (M OF ) is defined as: 1
Gmax
Gmax G=1 (|f ( x * , t)−f ( x best,G , t)|) that represents the average of the sum of errors in each generation divided by the total number of generations [20] .
Where G max is the maximum generation, f ( x * , t) is the global optimum at current time t, and f ( x best,G , t) represents the best solution found so far at generation G at current time t.
Tracking error (T E) is defined as:
t)| and reflects the overall error at the end of each change period.
Number of fitness evaluations (N F E) needed at each time to reach to an ǫprecision from the global optimum are averaged over all the times for this measure. The termination criteria is to find a value smaller than the ǫ-level from the global optimum (value to reach (V T R)) before reaching to the next change.
Success rate (SR) calculates the percentage of the number of times each algorithm is successful to reach to ǫ-precision from the global optimum (V T R) over all time scale.
Diversity: Diversity measures differences among individuals at distinct levels; genotypic: considers individuals position within the search space or phenotypic: evaluate populations fitness distribution. We choose a genotypic measure as its more common in the literature. For this purpose we measure relative standard deviation of the population (known as coefficient of variation): CV = σ µ at each generation, where σ is the standard deviation and µ is the mean of the population.
Test problems
Our algorithms were tested on two benchmarks for DCOPs [12, 21] , which contains 22 problems in total. The first 18 test cases are from [21] that captures different characteristics of DCOPs like multiple disconnected feasible regions, gradually moving feasible regions and global optimum switching between different feasible regions. The last 4 test cases are from [12] in which Bu used a parameter in the original test cases in [21] that controls the size and the number of disconnected feasible regions. In the experiments, medium severity is chosen for the objective function (k = 0.5) and the constraints (S = 20). The other parameters are: frequency of change (f c )=1000, runs=30 and the number of considered times for dynamic perspective of the algorithm 5/k (k = 0.5). Parameters of DE are chosen as n p = 20, CR = 0.2, F is a random number in [0.2, 0.8], and rand/1/bin is the chosen variant of DE [14] .
Results and Discussion
In this section first the results for diversity measure is reviewed and then the results for M OF , T E, SR, and N F E values will be discussed. Figure 1 illustrates the results for coefficient of variation of population (a measure for considering diversity explained in Section 3.1) for different methods per generation. Three functions have been opted for plots considering a range of different characteristics. Notice that the generations are not equal for all methods as the frequency of changes is mapped with the number of fitness evaluations, and some methods like Opp and RI use different number of fitness evaluations per generations compared to the other methods. Opp has almost half the number of generations when a change happens and RI is different from the other methods within a range (based on what the replacement rate is).
Diversity results
In general RI shows almost the same trajectory regardless of the test case. It starts with maximum diversity around 0.6 and remains with a minor drop through the last generations. The lack of convergence in this method is due to random individuals inserted in the population at each iteration keeping diversity at a consistent level. For N o − div and CLS also an identical behaviour is observed regardless of the test case. They both start with a high value for diversity measure equal to 1 and converge to near zero after 45 generations which represents the number of generations in which the first change happens. Thus as diversity measure shows these two methods are not able to promote any diversity in population after they converge in the first change. As explained in Section 2.1, the way the tested algorithms react to changes is through re-evaluation of the solutions. For the other methods due to the applied diversity promotion technique, they can diverge faster leading to higher M OF values overall (is discussed in next section). But for these two methods finding new optimum after a change is very slow. This is because DE relies on differential vectors to maintain diversity, which are dependent on the population's diversity itself. So without increasing diversity extrinsically, diversity will remain low in them leading their inability to track new optimum.
For Opp the diversity depends weather the opposite individual is accepted in the population or not. For test cases with smaller feasible regions, the diversity is low as the opposite individual is infeasible and hence it is rejected. As if it is accepted there is more diversity in the population otherwise this method behaves like No-div technique. For G24 7, the feasible area shrinks from 44.61% to 7.29% over time. This explains the behavior of Opp in which at each change, the diversity increases sharply and then reduces gradually until next change happens. This pattern is repeated until around generation 160. From this generation afterwards, it loses its diversity as all of the opposite individuals fail to be chosen in the selection process (due to small feasible region).
Crowding in all test cases is able to maintain high diversity over many generations, thus keeping its effectiveness in responding to dynamic environment. This method shows higher diversity near to 0.9 at the first generations and linger around o.4 until termination for functions G24 f and G24 7. For function G24 6b its behaviour is a bit different as this test case has a special characteristic. For this test case, the objective function changes over time causing the global optimum to switch between two corners of the search space at each change step. This characteristic in this function can attribute the oscillated behaviour of diversity in F itnessdiv method. By starting the first time before a change happen at generation 45, the diversity decreases. When the change happens as the new optima is in the other boundary of the search space, so the solutions must diverge again gradually to reach to the new optimum on the other corner of the search space until reaches to the next change in the environment and the same pattern repeats. For the other two test cases, F itnessdiv showed a similar trend to Crowding but with lower diversity. Another difference is after 150 generations it looses its diversity. However, Crowding still keeps its diversity at around 0.4 until the end of generations. In general, as our selected measure of diversity is based on genotypic level, Crowding that is based of promoting diversity in genotypic level has got higher scores. 
Statistical results
The results obtained for the compared algorithms using M OF values are summarized in Table 1 . Furthermore, for the statistical validation, the 95%-confidence Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test and the Bonferroni post-hoc test, as suggested in [22] are presented (see Table 2 ). Based on Tables 1 and 2 , M OF shows significantly superior results for almost all of the methods compared to the base algorithm, N o − div, for most of the test cases. Among them, Crowding has the highest frequencies of wins over the base algorithm compared to other methods. The difference of outperformance of Crowding compared to other methods is more significant in test cases by dynamic objective functions. This shows the other methods decrease in their performance dealing with dynamic objective functions compared to static ones, leading to bigger difference in dynamic cases.
On the contrary the method that is very similar to N o − div method is CLS. As diversity results showed, this method is not increasing diversity that much, as it is more like a local search. This explains its superior performance compared to other methods in fixed test cases (G24 3f, G24 f). But it can not promote diversity that much (as only best solution at each iteration changes) and its inability to react to changes explains its higher M OF values.
RI preformed worse than the base algorithm for the problems with small feasible area (like G24 3f, G24 f, G24v 3, G24w 3 ) as there is a high probability that the inserted solutions are infeasible and hence they can not compete with the current best solution based on the applied constraint handling technique. On the contrary, for unconstrained ones and the ones with large feasible areas showed the best results (like G24 u, G24 2, G24 2u, G24 6b, G24 8a). So generally, although the diversity of population is increased by inserting new solutions to the population, but because they are not feasible solutions they are not that effective. In addition, in this method the algorithm spends some more fitness evaluations (to the extent of replacement rate) compared to the base algorithm at each generation. Thus the algorithm will have less computation budget for the evolution process itself as the changes happen after known number of fitness evaluations. In this benchmark there are some pairs of test cases that are used to test one behaviour of the algorithms like their abilities to handle constraints in the bound-aries or the cases with disconnected feasible regions versus non-disconnected feasible area. Comparing the pairs of test cases with optima in constraint or search boundary over optima not in constraint or search boundary, with N o − div the optima in constraint boundary has got better results (G24 1, G24 2), (G24 4, G24 5), (G24 8b, G24 8a). While for other methods the trend is similar, for RI the trend is the other way, meaning with increasing diversity by inserting random solutions in RI, algorithm enhances its ability for finding optima which is not in constraint boundary. The pairs of fixed constraints versus dynamic constraints (G24 f, G24 7), (G24 3f, G24 3) show significant decrease in M OF values for dynamic constraints as it gets harder for the methods to deal with dynamism. The only exception is the behaviour of RI method in which M OF values are almost the same in these two cases and this is attributed with stochastic nature of this method. The pairs of test cases for observing the effect of connected feasible region versus disconnected feasible region (G24 6b, G24 6a), (G24 6b, G24 6d) do not show any trend in the results. As this behaviour depends to the constraint handling technique of algorithms to a greater extent, that is similar in our case. Opp showed similar performance to the base algorithm in most of the cases with some exceptions. As the authors claim this method is to enhance convergence speed compared to base DE algorithm and is more effective in higher dimension problems. Our case is a two dimension, it is recommended to test this algorithm with higher dimension to see its effects in DCOPs. Due to space limitation, we discarded to bring the results of T E values. But the results of this measure also proof Crowding has the best performance over the other methods in most of the test cases. In addition for two test cases (G24 2, G24 8a) that RI showed better results in M OF values, based on T E values Crowding has better performance meaning Crowding end-up to closer values to optimum at the end of the change periods. For G24 uf all the methods except RI reach to optimum values as the T E values are zero. Also for G24 u, Crowding and RI reach to optimum at all times. Figure 2 shows the distribution of N F E values in box-plots. Boxes represent the values obtained in the central 25%-75%, while the line inside the box shows the median values. Whiskers depicts highest and lowest values within interquartile range and dots show outliers. The figure is color-coded based on SR values. The dark-red color shows SR values lower than 20%, the purple color belongs to SR ∈ [20% − 50%], the blue color is for SR ∈ [50% − 80%], and finally the dark-green belongs to SR values above 80%. In general for the test cases with fixed characteristics (G24 f, G24 uf, G24 3f) or unconstrained cases (G24 u, G24 2u) in most cases the algorithms manage to reach to V T R values in lower N F E and higher SR values. For the rest of the test cases, there is this general observation that shows regardless of the test case, Crowding and F itnessdiv are more successful based on SR values that is easily observable based on stages that we defined and color-coded. Based on the colors, these two methods are usually one stage higher than the other methods in SR values. Based on the characteristics of some functions, the distribution of N F E show quiet a high standard deviation in results. These cases show less reliability in algorithms behaviour as in each run they achieve the V T R in different N F E values. Those belong to test cases with either smaller feasible areas or the test cases with specific characteristics (G24 2, G24 5). In these two test cases in some change periods the landscape is either a plateau or contains infinite number of optimum. In some cases the algorithms are almost unable to reach V T R in the given number of evaluations. The cases are colored with dark-red based of SR values. Figure 2 for RI shows in unconstrained cases it reaches to 10%V T R values with 100% of SR in almost of the cases but with high N F E values. In addition, for the functions with small feasible areas the results show a high number of standard deviation. Indeed, this was expected based on the random nature of this method. So depending on the random solutions inserted, in some cases they can manage to track the optima and in the others they are unable to do so. In general RI is the most different method that has different trend compared to other methods in almost all the functions.
Discussions
Overall, results show Crowding that has higher diversity in population could reach to better M OF values. It also shows higher speed and frequency of reaching to 10%V T R values due to the results of SR and N F E values. Statistical test shows ( Table 2) this method not only have significantly better results compared to base algorithm (N o − div), but also compared to other methods in most of the test cases. While this method shows competitive results regardless of the test case, success of some methods highly depend on the tested problem. In this method high diversity in population is created by avoiding genotypic similar individuals and without the need for extra fitness evaluations. While for some other methods like RI high diversity in population is achieved with the need for extra evaluations and the new solutions are inserted randomly. While the random insertion of solutions is often successful in unconstrained problems, in constrained problems it is dependant to the feasibility status of the new solutions and the applied constraint handling method. Indeed the constraint handling technique forces the solutions toward feasible areas avoiding infeasible areas while diversity mechanisms tend to have solutions spread over the search space. Of course the severity of the competition depends to both opposing forces: diversity promotion technique and constraint handling technique applied. So depending to the methods applied, the created solution may not be accepted (rejected by constraint handling method) to be inserted to the population like in Opp, leading to low diversity in constrained problems; Or the solutions are inserted in the population increasing diversity (like in RI) but unable to compete with the best solution. Thus one solution is applying adaptive constraint handling mechanisms. They can be designed in a way that at the first generations after a change, they increase their threshold (more relaxed with constraint violation) in order to allow diversity mechanisms explore the whole search space and then decrease to conduct the search toward feasible areas. The other suggestion is to use repair methods [23] as constraint handling technique, in which if the created solution by diversity handling mechanism is infeasible but a good solution (in terms of fitness function), preserve it in the population by repairing it. For more elaborate investigations on the roles of these two forces over each other and the overal algorithm performance, a measure that shows percentages of feasible and infeasible solutions that are selected for next generation can be helpful. As this measure can imply diversity handling mechanism ability to how it will balance exploiting feasible regions while exploring infeasible regions.
As the results of F itnessdiv are not as promising as Crowding in the problem types in this benchmark, this can be concluded as phynotypic diversity has less effec- tiveness as gynotypic diversity. For CLS, although an adaptive approach is used in such a way that at the first generations after a change, the local search length is large and gradually reduces; But as this local search is only applied to best solution at each generation, it is not enough to promote diversity as the results show. One solution is to do chaos local search randomly for some other individuals of the population besides to the best solution to increase diversity more. RI showed less reliability in N F E and SR values (based on high standard deviation in results) and its worse performance for M OF values for problems with small feasible area. Conversely, this method is highly suggested to be used for unconstrained problems as it showed best results for these cases.
Conclusions and future works
Maintaining and promoting diversity in EAs is crucial to enable them adapt to dynamic environments in DCOPs. We have surveyed analysis of the diversity mechanisms, ranging from chaos local search, crowding, fitness diversity, opposition and random immigrants with a base DE algorithm for solving DCOPs. We have seen that diversity can be highly beneficial for enhancing the capabilities of DE for solving DCOPs. We found that diversity mechanisms that are effective for one problem may be ineffective for other problems, and vice versa. We observed that in some cases, the diversity mechanisms tend to have an opposing force toward the constraint handling technique. To gain more insights, comparing combination of diversity promoting mechanisms with different constraint handling techniques is worth to be more investigated. Another fu- ture study is the application of popular niching methods like clearing, fitness sharing and others with a moving peak benchmark in DCOPs. As these methods show their best effectiveness in multi-modal optimization, comparing them in the current work over our applied benchmark was not fair. 
